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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
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not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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a boca de jarro
Expression used to indicate that something is close

a bocarrajo
to bocarrajo it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "jug mouth" being its meaning:<br>a short distance

a buen recaudo
A good shelter, care, protected

a cada día le basta su pena
It indicates that we should not worry about future problems, focus on the present

a calzón quitado
It is doing any activity, how to speak, write, discuss, etc. without hiding anything, openly

a ciencia cierta
Without a doubt, certainly

a favor
It is used before mentioning things or situations that favor in something that is intended to achieve

a gusto o agusto
It must be tasteful, the letter a is part of the word

a la postre hacerte bien
It is the same as saying " in the end it was for your sake "

a la ruca
It's usually a derogatory way of referring to women, even more so if it's something entry in years

a las cansadas
Perform activities very slowly or get used to being late for fulfilling commitments

a lo vestia
to the vestia is incorrectly written and should be written as "to the beast" being its meaning:<br>Act or perform
something like an animal would. Example works to the beast

a mano limpia
Shoveling only with the hands, without any weapons. perform any task without any instrument or tool



a media luz
With very little light, something that only illuminates a little

a ojo de buen cubero
It is used when a person without measuring, weighing, etc.  issues a judgment on weight or measure, only by seeing the
object in question Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be to the naked eye

a ojos vista
view eyes it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "eyes seen" being its meaning:<br>It is to do something
without hide from anyone, some of what all learn

a sangre fria
No punches or contemplations

a tambor batiente
Hastily, without delay

a tiro de piedra
A short distance

aaron
Aaron is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Aarón" being its meaning:<br>It is a male name

ababan
Distracted person

abacero
Person who sells groceries

abaco
Box with wires and ball used to tell

abajeño
It is said is the inhabitant of the coast or lowlands

abal
Name given in Yucatán to the plum of the genus Spondias, of the family of the anacardiaceas

abalazar
Go or go rapidly towards someone or something

abanico



Instrument to make air, not always is a device

abanico
Instrument to make air, not always is a device

abarroqui
Name of Jesus Christ as divinity of the huichol Pantheon

abarrotero
Person a grocery store owner

abigail
Feminine proper name

abiobo
Bushy plant of the family of the cornaceas, up to 20 m in height

abonero
Hawker or small shopkeeper who sells clothing, fabrics and other similar articles, based on credits or payments in
instalments

abonero
Person in charge collect or charge any credits or payments of goods sold to deadlines

abono
Each of the partial payments which are made of something bought on credit

aborrecer
Hate, destestar

abra quien de, pero no quien ruegue
It means that when they offer you something for your benefit, you accept it without waiting that they insist that you
accept it

abrasada
scorched it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "embraced" being its meaning:<br>Will you or anda
embraced the person his companion becomes that arm by the shoulders or waist

abrasivos
Generic name used it to designate certain hard and sharp substances used in industry for tillage or Polish other objects
of lower hardness



abren o habren
Open the verb open

abreviaturas
Group of letters that are used to represent expressions or longer names

abro
Infinitive verb to open

abrojo
Bush bass, caespitose, of the family of cacti, of 50 to 60 cm in height

absorta
It is said person that at any given time does not pay attention to what happens to your around

absurdo
Opposite to reason

abuchear
Protest loud

acacalote
Name of three different wading birds of lakes, lagoons and swamps

acachapolin
Species of lobster is eating and is eaten, in some places in Mexico

acaecido
deceased, dead

acaescio
acaescio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "it came to pass" being its meaning:<br>Past happen or
happens

acantilado
Jagged coastline

acaramelados
It is when the couples of lovers are lavished many samples of affection in public

acarologia
acarology is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Acarology" being its meaning:<br>Branch of science that



studies the mites

acaros
mites is incorrectly written and it should be written as " Mites " being its meaning: very large group of animals, some
authors considered them a subclass within the Arachnids, and others, a different kind of these

acartonar
As carton

acaudalado
Person who has riches

acayote
Kind of pipe in which Mexicans smoked tobacco before the conquest

acazante
Bird of 50 cm, with long keel-shaped tail. The male is black with a metallic shine; and female, golden brown and more
small

acceso peatonal
Entrance for people on foot

acedera
Poligonacea plant native to Europe and naturalized in mexico

acentir
Nod, accept, or agree to something

acequia
Ditch by where van waters

acertado a
Person who has the quality to rightly foresee future events

achacoso
Person suffering from various diseases

achicale
It is a request for a person to stop lying or exaggerate about a subject or issue

achichiguarse
Aquerenciar with the chichigua. Said mammal animal after the time of lactation follows sucking. By extension applies to



children who are annoying and picky eaters by excess of pampering

achichincle
Individual who is part of the retinue of a character, flatters him and blindly obeys

achicopalarse
Expression which in Mexico means, discouraged, swoop down, feeling overwhelmed, depressed

achiote
Seasoning for meat-based Red chilies and other species

acicalar
Decorate

acinturar
Strengthen and highlight more the waist of a person, by means of various tricks, such as: use of tight-fitting clothing,
belts, sashes, etc.

acirse
acirse is incorrectly written, and should be written as "hacirse" as meaning:<br>Cling strongly to something, for example
to fall

acnegado
acnegado is incorrectly written and it should be written as "selfless" being its meaning:<br>It is sacrificed for others, is
someone who sees the good of others before of if it first

acocil
Name nahuatl from each of the small cambaridos of freshwater shrimp

acoja
To take or receive low care or responsibility to another person

acontentarse
its is is incorrectly written and it should be written as "settle" being its meaning:<br>Let the annoyance or anger aside

actitud justiciera
Positive attitude towards compliance with laws or what is considered fair

actividad economica
It is any activity that is carried out in order to obtain economic or monetary benefit

actuario



In the language forensic of Mexico, is the official that notifies them agreements judicial and running errands such as the
however and the ill

acuchillar
Injure or kill someone using a knife

acuclillados
It is a position somewhat awkward in that the person sits on his own heels

acuclillarse
Sit one on his own heels, is a position somewhat uncomfortable, so you can keep it for a short time

adefesio
Ridiculous embellishment

adelantarse en el camino
In Mexico the phrase is used to refer to those who have already died

adelina
It is a feminine name

adelita
Diminutive of the feminine proper name Adela

adicto sexual
He's the man with a great love of sex

adios
Goodbye is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Goodbye" being its meaning:<br>Greeting of farewell

aditivos
Aggregates that are integrated into a product

adjuntar
Join one thing to another

adnegada
adnegada is incorrectly written and it should be written as "self-sacrificing" being its meaning:<br>It is said person to
sacrifice their own well-being for the sake of others

adobar
It is the old action of preserving meat from rotting through its soak in a sauce whose base is an acid



adobar
Put marinade

adoquines
Parts for floor coverings, of finishing a bit rustic and resistant, for use in areas of heavy duty such as patios and garages

adormiladas
Dormant, but not quite.  Between asleep and awake

adormilado
It is to be awake but not quite, between asleep and awake

adrian
Male proper name, feminine Adriana

aduce
Plead evidence, give reasons or explanations

adulador
It is the person praising another in excess

aduladoras
It's the people who say and do things aimed at looking good with others without caring to look bad

adusta
Person of genius little treatable, dry

advenedixo
advenedixo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "upstart" being its meaning:<br>It says who becomes a
physical, since place or position without right or merits for this

advensidad
Adversity is something contrary to our plans or desires, something that stands in our way

advierte
Fix the attention, repair, observe, prevent.

aerodimamico
Design of an object which allows its easy glide in the air or that gives such appearance

aeropostales
Postcards that are mailed from one place to another areo



afanoza
Anxious, dedicated, striving or busy to perform their duties

afear
Matted, detracting

afear
Matted, detracting

afectar
Pretend, Miss a naturalness

afectar
Pretend, Miss a naturalness

afilar la sierra
Give cutting edge or sharpening a tool that is used for sawing or cutting wood or other products, something like a saw
but more large

afilarla
Give to get Ridge to a utensil that is used to cut, for example: knife, scissors, knives, etc.

afilia
Integrate a person into a group, Association, etc.

aflojar
Loosen the tight

afrenta
Serious insult

agachona
Person who does not protest and allows humiliation

agandaye
Make a profit at the expense of someone more abuse from someone

agarrá la onda
grab the wave is incorrectly written and should be written as "grab" being its meaning:<br>Grab wave means, settle,
acting in agreed circumstances

agarrón



Take land to settle without paying for or have the right to do so

agasapado
Hidden, out of sight

agasapao
agasapao is incorrectly written, and should be written as "agasapado" as meaning:<br>Hidden behind something

agazajar
Agaajar is doing something in the honor of someone.  It also means petting another person for sexual purposes

agendado
It is a pending case added to a calendar or list of outstanding, with date and time in which they will be treated

agendado
It is a pending case added to a calendar or list of outstanding, with date and time in which they will be treated

agendo
With an "agendid" accent, include in an agenda

agiotista
Person who is engaged in lending money with high interest

aglomeraciones
Stacking of things or persons

aglutinamiemto
Stacking, having more people or things in an area specific to going beyond your capacity

agravios
Offenses that aggravate a situation of if problem

agrego
I add is incorrectly written and it should be written as "added" being its meaning:<br>Increased, it added

agricultores incipientes
Farmers that are newly initiated in carrying out agricultural tasks and who therefore lack experience

agrietamiento
Network lines or very fine cracks appearing on surfaces of different materials, such as: glass, porcelain, pottery, etc.



agripino
It is a personal name, female "Agrippina "

agro industria
Agricultural industry, manufacture goods based on agricultural products

agroalfareros
Agricultural potters or farmers who also produced pottery

agrocombustible
Fuel used in agricultural activities

agroecologico:
Refers to some aspect or agricultural activity considering the environmental aspects of the same

agroecologicos
Agricultural processes carried out taking care not to damage the environment

agrosomodo
Explanation about without going into many details

agua fangosa
Dirty water with mud or sludge

aguacate
Tree slender, of the family of laurels, 10 to 15 cm of height, woody stems and aromatic bark

aguafuerte
Special procedure of engraving

agualeguas
It is a municipality of the Mexican State of Nuevo León

aguamiel
SAP obtained from the maguey. The Mead, once fermented and subjected to a process of development, becomes
pulque

aguilar
It is a surname

aguinaldo
Payment in cash given to workers, on the occasion of the Christmas Special



agujilla
That applies to various snakes, gravediggers habits, they are often mistaken for earthworms common name

aguzaron
Attention extreme senses to perceive any noise, smell, etc. perked the senses

ahogaran
Prevent breathing, mainly by immersion in water or other liquid

ahorro
Part of the income not for consumption

ahuya
Howl is the long, sharp noise or scream that makes animals like: dogs, coyotes and wolves

ajetrearse
Fatigue with some work

alabado
Canticle devout and traditional that in them farms rural sing them pawns to the alba and to the dusk, i.e., before
beginning and to the end its works

alabastro
Non-metallic ore characteristics similar to marble, which has the peculiarity of being translucent

alabastron
Small bottle or jar used in the ancient Egypt

alacariento
Alacariento or alacarienta, loud person who causes scandal with his conduct

alacrán
Nocturnal animal; Mexico is represented by 134 species, all of which venous, but with varying degrees of toxicity

alacrán
Name of one of the letters of the Mexican lottery

alagado
Field full of lakes or water, flatter written with h means to show affection or admiration

alagué
Last alagar, someone to say nice things, things that alaguen it, make it feel good



alahuises
Name which applies, among the indigenous peoples of the North of Mexico, to the Committee of four caregivers
organize parties and give to the guests

alamo
Name that applies in Mexico to species of different botanical families, mainly of the Salicaceae, platanaceas, moraceae
and Solanaceae

alampepe
Bush climber of the legume family, 30 to 40 cm long and without thorns

alarde
Ostentation

albacora
Fish of the family of the tunas, of approximately 1 m in length, with large, high and fusiform body and eyes regular size

albañil
Dedicated to the construction worker

albarazado
Racial mixing: son of cambujo ( another mixed racial color moreno ) and mulatto

albarrada
The Spanish conquest called albarrada some barricades of stone and sticks to the Indians raised

albergues infantiles
They are places where provide respite care to children, who, for different reasons, cannot remain with their families

albísimo
Very white

alborada
Religious procession accompanied by music and peals that, at the break of day, is made on the occasion of religious
commemorations

alborazar
Cause or feel joy, extraordinary rejoicing, pleasure or joy

albornoz
Garment wide, long and with hood used by Arabs



alcala
Alcalá is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Alcalá" being its meaning:<br>It is a surname

alcatraz
Herb of the Araceae family, whose tuberculous Rhizome stores nutrients

alcocer
In Mexico Alcocer a surname

aldaba
PIN to ensure doors and windows

alebestrado
Obstinate, stubborn, that do not understand reasons

alebrijes
Name given in Mexico to fantasies plastic, in the form of animals and demons, performed in carton by ¨Pedro Linares
and family

alegria
joy is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Joy" being its meaning:<br>Name which is popularly known the sweet
prepared with amaranth

alejo
Male proper name

alergia
Abnormal reaction of the organism

alfararia
1.-alfararia is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Pottery " being its meaning: < /br >Art-making vessels of
clay or if the own pottery

alfarda
In architecture, the pair of armor or each of the walls that limit a staircase, one or both sides of the ramp and following
his same slope

alfarería
Type of ceramic that is porous and requires glazing

alfarge
Voice that refers a trapezoidal-section wooden ceiling and artistically wrought



alfeñique
Generic name that applies to the esculturillas and multicolored sugar skulls that are made in different parts of Mexico on
the occasion of the day of the dead

alfonso
It's a male proper name, in female Alfonsina

alharaquiento
Person who shows or manifests scandalously, in certain situations

alhondiga
Old Spanish institution of municipal character, intended to regulate trade in staple grains

alitosisbarbiturico
Bad breath or bad mouth odor caused by taking barbiturates

alivianarse
it's the same as clearing up, being ready to attend to any eventuality

aliviar el vientre
It's a way of saying "defecate," going to the bathroom

aljibe
Tank level, whose purpose is to receive and store rain water or which captures springs or rivers or underground

aljojuca
Archeological locality located to the este-norte of the city of Puebla

alondra
Name own feminine

alpargatas
1.-are a type of shoe fabric, with soles of Esparto grass trenzadoo

altagracia
Feminine proper name

alternativa
Choice between two things

altísimo
Person or anything very high



altota
High augmentative, may refer to person, animal or thing

alucinaciones
Confusion, do or say things without full awareness of what we do or say

alunita
Clay containing alumina; It is known in some countries as " 34 alumina stone;

alzacolita
Bird with plumage of upper parts greyish Brown, and white underparts, and a white stripe supercilii; the beak is black
pink legs. It measures 16 cm

am pm
Before meridian (before half a day) ; meridian past (past half day)

amacizar
Commonly means, make something, take it with force and not release it

amacizar
In the fattening of livestock, it means that fatness acquires particular consistency by the special power to which animals
are subjected

amadis de gaula
It is a classic of medieval literature

amaina
Decrease in intensity rain

amainaba
Decreasing a thing of intensity

amalucan
amalucan is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Amolucan" as meaning:<br>Town near the city of Puebla,
comparable in age and size to Cuicuilco archaeological

amantillo
Derogatory lover

amapa
The family tree of the bignoniaceae, from 15 to 20 m height and Cinderella bark



amar por encima de todo
Loving someone without that nothing and no one more import, only the loved one

amaranta
Feminine personal name. Character of the novel by Gabriel García Marquez "One hundred years of solitude " where
Amaranta is one of the Buendia, founders of the village of Macondo

amarrar navajas
It is inciting someone to fight, or lead to quarrels or disputes

amarte
Feel love for someone, synonymous with loving you

amasadera
Machine used to mix

amatitlan
Amatitlán is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Amatitlán" being its meaning:<br>District of Cuernavaca,
Morelos, from which is separated by the ravine of Acapatzingo

ambrosía
ragweed is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Ambrosia" being its meaning:<br>Female name, in male
Ambrosio

amellado
Is the knife that cut improperly by being part of the cutting edge without uniformity

amiga intima
She's the friend with whom everything is shared and everything is entrusted to her

amigo de corazón
He's that real friend, who doesn't let us down.

amigos
They are those people who, to the extent of their possibilities, support you in everything, listen to you and are in
solidarity with you

amistad estrecha
Friendship very close in time and place

amita
Term loving used by servants or subordinates to go or mention to the ama, Lady or patron



amontonados
They gathered in a confined space, not in keeping with the number of people or things form a lot

amor te adoro
It is a way to go to be loved

amorfi
Amorfi or amorphous, without definite form

amortajan
Put the mortise, dressing the deceased with the clothes that will be buried

amplisima
Augmentative of wide, large

amul
Name the Indians of Coahuila and Texas gave the maguey, notably to a species cultivated by them

ana
It is a feminine name

anafre
Portable object to fire and prepare food

analco
Bear this name various neighborhoods and towns of Mexico. It is also common as a surname in Tlaxcala, Puebla and
Morelos

anales
Historical narrations

analgésico
Soothing the pain medication

anatomofisiología
It is a word composed of two: Anatomy and Physiology

anda en la chilla
It's walking without money, going through financial hardship

andar con pies de plomo
Act with care, especially when risk situations are perceived



andar corto
It's not bringing money

andar de fachas
It is to walk without being arranged, not to be presentable to go out to the street

andar de gato
To be or act as another's subordinate, to be in the service of

andar de pata de perro
It's walking ordinarily on the street, not s going to stop at home

andar de tapuchos
Annoying walking in a bad mood

andar en la punta del grito
It is said that he likes to walk on the tip of the scream the person who wants to be the first to know everything, mainly
when it comes to gossip

andar mal de la azotea
It's going out of your head, not being in your right mind

andar por las derramadas
walk through the leak is incorrectly written and it should be written as "branches" being its meaning:<br>Not to say
things directly, beat about the Bush for something

andar rápido
It's walking or moving from a quick place

andarse por las ramas
Do not directly address the issue that you want to treat, give many turns or detours to say what one wants or intends to

andrajoso
Evil dress with rags,

andube
Past the verb walk in first person

aneado
Unmanned, failure to comply with something that is promised. Synonymous with " culear is " do not recommend the use
of these words



anegado
It says the ground or physical area invaded and is covered by water

anegando
Covered with water or any other liquid

anfitriona de eventos
The host is the owner of the House in relation to its guests, also called host to a country, State or city in relation to its
visitors

anfora
High long neck and belly ovoid crock

angelologo
Expert in all matters relating to los angeles

anhelos
Plural of longing, desire to obtain or achieve something

animal de fuerza
They are the animals used to make heavy-duty as plowing or drag carts with their respective charges, an example of
these animals are oxen. It is common to call them draught animals

animalada
Action committed by a human but that is typical of animals

animaladas
Acts or acts that people do but are typical of animals

animar
Give life, encourage

anonimo
It is said of the work or writing not carrying the name of the author

anónimos
The writings or facts of which the author is unknown are anonymous

anteo
Name of a mythological giant

antiaderente



Material applied on a surface serves to not adhere or stick to the same other elements, for example teflon which applies
to the pans

antialergicos
They are medicines that are used to alleviate the discomfort caused by products that are one allergic

antibaterial
Antibacterial.  product that kills or eliminates bacteria

antibélico
Contrary to the war or the lawsuits

anticiparse
Do or do something ahead of time

antiflatulento
Product of any kind that prevents forming gases in the digestive system

antipapa
Pope elected against Canon law

antiquisimas
Very old

antitaurino
It's the person who's against bullfighting.

antojitos
Characteristic of Mexican cuisine dishes, that combine indigenous and acclimated products. The traditional snacks are
made from corn and generally contain vegetables

antojitos mexicanos
They are purely Mexican dishes, such as enchiladas, tacos, chubby, flutes, etc.

antonimo de ancestral
The opposite of ancestral can be: current ( talking time ) modern times, now, etc.

antonimo de aspero
Soft, silky

antonimo de desasosiego
Tranquility, serenity



antonimo de desestimular
Stimulate

antonimo de mentira
Truth

antonimo de opacarse
Otherwise Dim can be: show off, stand out, highlighted

antonimo de tristisimo
Antonyms of sad, serious: alegrisimo, thrilled

antonimo de vergel
Arid desert

antónimos
Plural of anonymity, is when one word means the opposite of another

antropogafo
antropogafo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "antropofago" as meaning:<br>It is the person who eats
human flesh

anuas
Cards which form the most comprehensive historical collection of the Jesuit missions, not only of the new Spain, but
throughout the Americas and Philippines

añora
Remember with nostalgia last events

años
It's a measure of time.  Time can be measured in minutes, hours, days, months, years, etc.

apaches
Tribe of American Indians

apaciguate
Order or mandate for someone else to be put to peace, calm down

apalabrado
We have been in agreement

apalabrados



Colloquial way to say we talk and "we already agree"

apaliar
beat is incorrectly written and it should be written as "beat" being its meaning:<br>Give clubs or hit with a bat

apantallar
Verb which is used colloquially to designate actions such as impress, amaze, frighten, frighten or dazzle in Mexico

aparatejo
Derogatory to refer to any device: Television, radio, computer, etc.

aparecerse
It is when a person does or not present

aparejo
Unique gear, blankets that are placed between the back of the beast of burden and structure which support products
that carry.

aparentar lo que no es
It's showing or conducting yourself in a way that doesn't correspond to reality

apareo
Verb pair, join, or join two animals of the same species, mating, reproductive purposes are

aparte o a parte
The right thing to do is apart the a is part of the word

apartence
apartence is incorrectly written and should be written as " s ' écarter " being its meaning: < /br > made to one side

apaste
Deep mud, usually red and polished Palangan

apáticos
They are people who lack initiative, they never feel like doing something

apeame
It's a request for help to get down from something

apechugar
Accepting things or events even if they are not to our liking



apelmazado
Says food to prepare it it is with a consistency not desired, as mass

apeltronado
Maybe it's a mistake of writing by apoltronado : sitting comfortably, it comes from a chair called poltrona

aperativo
snack it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "appetizer" being its meaning:<br>Drink that is consumed before
meals to stimulate appetite

apercibiendole
Inform or give notice of something

apergatado
Be apergatado is to be silly, be apegatado is to be a atontado

apergollar
Very popular in Mexico idiom, is equivalent to extortion, abuse, demand, impose unjust conditions of the circumstances

aperrear
Punishment consisting in tying the victim and take over brave dogs to bite it

apersonaron
Make Act of presence or arise two or more people in a place

apetecible
Arousing the appetite, sexual desire or possess something material

apéame
Me down, let me lower or descending, can be a vehicle of any kind or any animal used to move from one place to
another

apipizca
Name that is known in Mexico several species of gulls

aplacate
Word order keep composure

apliques
Wall lamps

aploplejia



1.-picture consecutive clinical bleeding or cerebral embolism

apoala
local archaeological to the North of the District of Nochixtlán, Oaxaca

apochado
Gringo; artfully adopting foreign attitudes

apodaca
Is the name of a municipality in the State of Nuevo León, Mexico

apoltronado
Sitting comfortably with expression of satisfaction

aporte cultural
Is any work or artistic or academic activity that increases the cultural heritage of a person or place

apotropaico
Element that eliminates or counteracts the evil caused by witchcraft. They can be objects or words

apreciar mucho a una persona
It is hold in high esteem, consider the person as something very valuable

aprehendido
It is said when someone outside of the law falls into the hands of the authority, synonym, imprisoned, trapped

apretaditos
Very together each other, can be people, animals or things

ara bera
ARA bera is incorrectly written and should be written as "to the edge" being its meaning:<br>To the shore, is used to
refer for example to the " Bank of a road " on the banks of a Brook "

arabesco
Drawing of ornament composed of tracery, foliage, ribbons and scrolls, which is most commonly used on friezes, skirting
boards and Valances

aracnologia
Part of Zoology that deals with the study of Arachnids

araquear
Raising the voice, shout causing scandal



arborizacion terminal
Plant or plant trees, you can apply for example to say: in the Park are already in the terminal part of the tree planting

arcadas
Series of connected arches, derived from the architecture

archinariz
Very large nose

arco
Curved architectural element that covers a span between two fixed points

arcón
Chest with drawers in the base, predecessor of the COMMODE

ardientes
Plural of fiery, with high temperatures

area medica
area medical is incorrectly written and it should be written as "medical area" being its meaning:<br>Place or physical
space where are located the study or health care institutions

argeologo
argeologo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "archaeologist" being its meaning:<br>It is the person who
studied archaeology

arguendero
Arguendero or arguendera person who speaks a lot and raises fakes

ariel
Trademark of detergent for washing clothes

ariel
Male proper name

arina
Arina is incorrectly written, and should be written as "flour" as meaning:<br>Flour is the result of grind into a fine powder,
certain cereals: maize, rice and wheat

arlequin
Term used to describe a set of similar chairs, but they don't play



armar un pancho
It is make or assemble a scandal, lawsuit or Brawl. You may also make a scene of jealousy or sentimental blackmail

armellas
Plural of eyebolt, iron ring with a spike to nail it

arnica
Name given to several wild plants with healing properties in Mexico

aromatizador de ambiente
Product that when applied in some physical space gives off a pleasant smell

aromáticas
It is usually used to refer to plants or flowers with aroma or smell, almost always pleasant

arpa
The harp is one of the decks of the Mexican lottery

arpias
Harpy is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Harpies" being its meaning:<br>It says women evil and censured

arpillera
Fabric coarse made of fiber of maguey

arranchar
Travel making stops in towns or ranches located in the route to follow

arrastrado
Dragged or dragged, person who doesn't like to work

arreate
arreate is incorrectly written, and should be written as "herding" you being their meaning:<br>Removal, hastening the
departure of livestock. Example you herding livestock to corral

arrecholado
Cornered, reduced to occupy a small footprint

arrecifes
Reef is incorrectly written and it should be written as "arecifes" being its meaning:<br>They are rock formations at the
edge of the sea

arrellanado



Sit comfortably in an equally comfortable seat

arremangaron
Fold up the sleeves of the shirt, jacket, coat or the part of the trouser legs

arremolina
Take swirl, form that takes the wind running in the form of circles, that when they take a lot of force become tornadoes
dragging everything in its path

arriate
Ring that goes around the trunk of a tree or plant, in the irrigation water is deposited and it's keep it without weed which
affects the development of the tree or plant

arribista
Person who uses any means to climb positions, both economic and social

arrieros
Are men responsible for directing a group of animals to their destination, it comes from the word drive

arroz con popote
It's a vulgar expression that refers to homosexuality

arteaga
Arteaga is a surname

arteaga
Arteaga is the name of a municipality in the State of Coahuila, Mexico

artemio
Male proper name

artículos
Is used to refer to any object or objects without specifying more about them

ascoroso
ascoroso is incorrectly written, and should be written as "disgusting" being its meaning:<br>That causes disgust. Also is
said to be very disgusting person that anything causes nausea

asearse
Activities is to clean or otherwise in order to remove dirt and other impuerezas

aserpentinado



Undulating both convex and concave

ashco
Ashco is incorrectly written, and should be written as "asco" being its meaning:<br>Feeling or need to vomit

asolapado
Escondido

asortijo
asortijo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Riddler" being its meaning:<br>Thing or very problematic
statement

asortijo
asortijo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Riddler" being its meaning:<br>Puzzle to entertain on it

aspecto fibroso resumido
Expressed or in few words, either orally or in writing

asquerosas
Dirty produce nausea, you are also says people who easily or anything is disgust

asquerosas
Nasty, causing disgust or desire to vomit

astronomica
Figuratively it means huge, exaggerated

atalaya
Tower on a high place

atar las manos
hands tied is incorrectly written and it should be written as "tied hands" being its meaning:<br>Figuratively it means to
leave a person unable to act freely

atareada
Person with lot of work or things to do

atascado
Person, place, or object dirty and unkempt appearance

atencion en salud
Care receives the person to take care of your health status



atesorado
Kept with great care, as a treasure

atiborrado
Person, animal or place full of something, as appropriate

atiéndenos
It is a request to be paid attention, usually we do when we require a service

atiéndenos
It is a request to be paid attention, usually we do when we require a service

atirisiado
Having jaundice; It is also of who shows reluctance and apathy

atisva
atisva is incorrectly written, and should be written as "glimpse" as meaning:<br>It comes from watching, see or try to see
something without being seen. Hide to see something

atizar
Fanning the fire by moving it. Promote or stoking the passions or affections

atolondrar
Stun, atarantar

atonito
Stunned or scared to an object or rare event

atorarle
It's engaging or facing something with encouragement

atrabancado
Person acting without respecting established rules and norms

atraccion de una persona a otra
It is when a person likes to another

atracón
Eat more

atribulado
Afflicted, heartbroken and saddened



aturrullado
Momentary loss of mental concentration, which prevents acting and reason with logical sense

auge
Large prosperity

aunque no quiera uno echar maldiciones
It happens that you see things that are wrong done or said and it's like for you to say bad words, but you don't say them
just think about them

aurora
Feminine proper name

auspiciando
Verb sponsor, provide the economic means or others for the realization of something

auto aceptacion
self-acceptance is incorrectly written and it should be written as "self-acceptance" being its meaning:<br>Accept yourself
as it is

autoadularse
Flatter yourself.  Mentioning or noting self-merits

autocompasión
Have compassion of self or self pity

autocuidado
Care provided the same or oneself

autoperfeccion
Perfection of oneself

autorizaciones
Plural authorization, freedom, permission or license to do or perform something

autoviografia
autoviografia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "autobiography" being its meaning:<br>Is what a person
writes about his own life, a biography is what a person writes about the life of another, usually in both cases the writings
take the form of a book

aveja
subtle way is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Bee" being its meaning:<br>Flying insect that produces
honey from the nectar extracted from flowers, living in community, forming large groups



avejentado
It is said person that it appears to be more old than it actually is

avenirse
Accept a situation or adapt to it, agree

ayutla
It is a city in the Mexican State of Guerrero

azadas
Roasted and unroasted is used to refer to foods cooked directly in the fire, can be meats, potatoes, etc.

azorrillado
A person is said to be whining when he is frightened by an echo or threat

azorrillarse
The process of decomposition of some beverages such as beer, they acquire bad taste

azotaba
Give lashes, strongly hitting someone or something, you can refer for example: Pedro was beaten with a stick, Maria
came whipping with a stone door.

azotes
Hits, usually given with a whip

azucarados
It may refer to products that contain sugar but also to people with glucose in their blood

azucarero
Sugar or sugar, container of which it takes the sugar to sweeten drinks as the coffee

azucarero
Sugar or sugar, container of which it takes the sugar to sweeten drinks as the coffee

ánfora
In Mexico it is the mark of a manufacturer of ceramic parts

ángel
It is a male proper name, in female Angela

baberos
Plural bib, is a kind of breastplate that puts on young children so that they do not dirty their clothes



baboza
Insult directed to silly women, can be single, widowed, divorced, left or married, the latter doesn't matter if husband is
faithful to them or cheating

babuchas
Lightweight shoe, flat, long and narrow tip

bacanal
Gathering of people in which there are all kinds of excesses: foods, drink, sex, etc.

bacha
It's the part of the tobacco cigarette left after you've been smoked, you may have something that can be reused

baja calaña
Evil living and questionable conduct, person not recommended

bajar de la mula
Strip or remove something to someone, usually money, also saying " the low male " and means the same thing

bajito
Diminutive of bass, can refer to the height of an object, an animal, or a person, also can refer to the level that is emitted
or perceived noise

balsa
Boat made of timbers and boards

bambues
Grasses Woody from warm countries whose cane reaches up to 25 metres in height

bandeja
Large, round, flat, dish can go with handles or without them

banderiar
Hondear a flag or something that looks like him in order to point out something: began a career of competences, a
deviation in the way, etc.

banquetazo
Blow or shock between one or more tires of a vehicle against the curb

banquetes
It is the set of dishes served to attendees at parties and other gatherings



baño vaquero
It's not really a bath, as it involves washing your hands and face and getting your head wet

baños de pureza
Be taken to if same ( ) how perfect in terms of conduct and behavior, when in fact them leave much to be desired.
Example that woman given baths of purity but is a libertine

bar
Establishment where drinks are served

baratijas
Things of little value, mainly applied for pieces of fancy jewelry

barbie mapache
It's a Barbie doll dressed in Apache-like clothes

barbiquejo
Part of the hat that passed by the chin prevents the same fly driven by the wind

barman y bartender
He is the man who attends a pub or cantina

baron y varon
Baron and male is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Baron and male" being its meaning:<br>Baron is a title
of nobility which is given or given to persons of the male sex, male are all persons of the male sex

barragana
Woman of worldly life and some decent

barragán
In Mexico Barragan is a surname

barrancoso
Place with many ravines

barreras topográficas
They are natural obstacles to the free movement of persons, animals or natural elements such as wind, example most
common of these barriers are the mountains

barrigón
Belly or belly, prominent or bulging-bellious-bellied person



barrilitos
Trade mark of a non-alcoholic, bottled drink

bartolina
In the prisons, special punishment for prisoners cell

barullo
Confusion, shouting

basculear
Go through the scale, check a person to see if it brings anything prohibited by law

base aerea
Place for the takeoff and landing of ships areas generally non-commercial use

bastardas
No legitimate daughters, is used as an insult

batea
With the bat hit the ball in the beis Bowl game

batea
Vessel of wood shaped elongated for different uses: washing clothes, serve food to pets, etc.

batiendose
Joining between two or more ingredients

batir las manos
It is striking the palms of the hands together

batir las palmas
Clapping, producing noise when hitting the palms of the hands

bautiserio
Place in Catholic churches where baptizes children

bayuroso
bayuroso is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Baruyoso" as meaning:<br>Loud, talkative, scandalous

bazar
Place where a variety of items are bought and sold, usually used



bazar o basar
Bazaar, a place where they sell used items; Base, Foundation or base to make or do something

básculas
They are artifacts of different types of size that serve to weigh items and materials

beatificable
That is possible or candidate for beatification

bellas letras
These words are used to refer to literature, in prose or verse, or short stories, novels and poems

bendigamos
Say or give the blessing to something or someone

berengena
Aubergine is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Eggplant" being its meaning:<br>Plant edible fruit that also
receives the same name

bergudo
bergudo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "vergudo" being its meaning:<br>It says who the big manly
Member has

berrinche brutal
It's the manifestation of courage they do, mainly children, when they don't get what they want

beso negro
It is to have the mouth of a person with the year of another contact

bestialidad
Bestiality, or bestiality, sex with animals

biblioteca de papel
They are the libraries in which their acquis are made up of paper documents

biblioteconomia
It is the study of everything related to the administration of libraries

biblioteconomo
biblioteconomo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Librarian" as meaning:<br>Person to study librarianship

bicho



Any kind of insect, mainly harmful.  In plural bugs

bicoca
Small amount of something, for example money, food, etc.

bien dotado
It is said of the man with good physical size, can make specific reference to the size of his intimate parts

bien vestido
It is said of the man who dresses according to the occasion, usually with quality clothes and that it suits his body

big eyes
Words of the English language that can be translated as " 34 large eyes;

binacional
That means or involves two Nations or countries

biombos
They are folding and movable parts, mainly of wood that are used for separating areas within a room, consist of multiple
sheets and some can become expensive and very decorative

birote
In Monterrey, Nuevo Leon, Mexico the birote is known as French bread

birreina
birreina is incorrectly written, and should be written as "virreina" being its meaning:<br>Wife of the viceroy, woman who
governs as viceroy

birreina
birreina is incorrectly written, and should be written as "virreina" being its meaning:<br>Wife of the viceroy, woman who
governs as viceroy

biselaran
Put bezel to an article, for example to a mirror, take a mirror to biselaran it

bismalva o malvavisco
Marshmallow is a fluffy, bismalva sweet or i.e.

bisuterías
Plural jewelry, cheap jewelry of inexpensive materials

biyuyo



It is used to refer to banknotes or money

blanca
Says of certain types of clothing, such as clothes of bed, table cloth, etc.

blanquita
Blanquita is incorrectly written, and should be written as "white" as meaning:<br>Diminutive female of any thing white

blasfemias
Words against something considered sacred, for example, blasphemy against religion, the Virgin, the Saints, etc.


